Joan Price, Advocate for Ageless Sexuality
Joan Price connects with audiences and leaves them
entertained, informed, motivated, and laughing. Author of
Naked at Our Age: Talking Out Loud about Senior Sex, The
Ultimate Guide to Sex after Fifty, and Better Than I Ever
Expected: Straight Talk about Sex After Sixty, Joan is warm,
personal, and candid. Joan's talks delight audiences, who
enjoy her sassy attitude and straight-talking style.
Some of Joan's popular speech and workshop topics:
The 5 Biggest Myths about Sex and Aging. Joan shatters the myths and shares the
most common questions that Boomers, seniors, and elders ask her. She’ll answer those
questions, too—in the candid, upbeat manner that led the media to dub her “senior sexpert.”

Talking Out Loud about Senior Sex. Joan Price challenges the stereotypes about senior
sex in this lively, upbeat, entertaining talk. Joan shares stories of the joys and challenges,
based on her own experience and interviews with hundreds of Boomers and elders. Joan
discusses this provocative, spicy topic with respect and dignity as well as plenty of humor.

How the Heck Do I Date at This Age? Dating as a senior feels awkward and weird.
What are the guidelines? How do you avoid the pitfalls and creeps? Whether you’re widowed,
divorced, or a longtime single, you’ll find this interactive workshop illuminating and fun, and
you’ll find out how other seniors meet and mate. All genders and orientations welcome.

Women’s Workshop: Sex after Sixty. Sex after sixty has its challenges, but it can be
sizzling and satisfying. We'll address the challenges and celebrate the joys, sharing
experiences and learning from each other in a spirit of candor, acceptance, creativity, and humor. Take
home new tools, techniques, and attitudes for hot, joyful sex—with or without a partner.

Ask Me, I'll Tell You: Women and Men Talk about Sex & Aging. We’re talking
about senior sex—the challenges, the pleasures, and all the questions we didn’t think we could
ask out loud. In this eye opening, interactive, mixed-gender workshop, you’ll get to voice your
questions and get answers. Joan guides the conversation and discovery. For couples and
singles, all genders.

Lusting, Dating, and Mating after Fifty. Joan Price shares what Boomers, seniors, and
elders tell and ask her. She interweaves her own personal stories, from finding love in later life, to
dealing with grief, learning how to date all over again, and re-emerging as a sexual being. For levity,
Joan shares some of the oddest dating stories she’s been told.

Talking about Senior Sex (for medical professionals and therapists). About half of
sexually active men and women age 57 to 85 in the US report at least one bothersome sexual problem;
one third report at least two. Yet only 38% of men and 22% of women report discussing sex with a
physician since age 50. Joan helps you overcome this barrier with your patients and clients.

Planning an event for Boomers and beyond? View Joan’s website
www.joanprice.com and her sex & aging blog
www.NakedAtOurAge.com. E-mail Joan today at joan@joanprice.com
to discuss how Joan can enhance your event!

